SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION

Secondary eyes perceive flickering stimuli
122
The assumption is that the secondary eyes of Cupiennius salei are the only ones that perceive 123 flickering stimuli because they are involved in detection of targets rather than their 124 discrimination.
125
Therefore, a perceivable contrast displayed to spiders with covered secondary eyes should 126 elicit no increase in the principal eye muscles' activity. These control contrasts consist of the 127 brightest green flickering square (green 255) on the darkest green background (green 0) (see 128 also supplementary material table S1), and vice versa; these contrasts are equal to 1 according 129 to Michelson's law (Michelson, 1927 ).
130
For three tested spiders with only principal eyes uncovered, no statistically significant 131 increase was recorded: 1.08 ± 0.64 Hz (results always given as mean ± s.e.m.) for the control 132 with a brighter stimulus and -0.01 ± 0.37 Hz for the control with a darker stimulus; each 133 control was shown 9 times to each spider. This demonstrated that the principal eyes do not 134 detect the flickering stimuli that we used, and consequently that the secondary eyes are 135 required for this task, as suggested by our subsequent experiments with all eyes uncovered.
137
The minimal perceivable contrasts 138 During the search for the minimal contrasts seen by Cupiennius salei, the previous controls significant increases confirm that the tested spiders could see contrasts and that the telemetric 147 device recorded the principal eye muscles' activity.
148
In a next step, the spiders were confronted with different combinations of green, with contrasts are lower with brighter stimuli than with darker stimuli for the same backgrounds.
169
Thus, the brightness discrimination ability is better with brighter than with darker stimuli.
170
This is not evident for backgrounds brighter than 16 cd/m 2 .
171
The differences between darker and brighter stimuli or between day-or night-adapted eyes are 172 statistically significant. However, these differences may be finer as figure 1 eyes. This also indicates that the night-adapted eyes improve the contrast sensitivity whatever 195 the background luminance and regardless of whether the stimulus is darker or brighter.
196
During the day, the multi-vesicular bodies derived from the dismantled rhabdomeres probably 197 contain proteins for phototransduction, particularly opsins (photoreceptor proteins). Thus, the 198 conversion of light to electrical signals may be lowered during the day.
199
Our results, however, disagree with an earlier study in which the sensitivity of the PM eyes, 200 measured using electroretinograms, remains the same both day and night (Barth et al., 1993) .
201
On the contrary, the sensitivity of the principal eyes, also presenting a turnover in their 202 photoreceptor cells, increased about 10 fold at night in Cupiennius salei. In the spider
203
Deinopis subrufa, in which a circadian rhabdomeric membrane cycle is also described (Blest, 204 1978), sensitivity is constant for day-and night-adapted PM eyes (Laughlin et al., 1980) . In the rhabdomeres, it is expected that eye sensitivity also increases at night when the 210 rhabdomeres are larger (Land, 1981) .
211
The brightness discrimination ability improves more for brighter (than darker) stimuli, with a 212 42% decrease in the minimum perceivable contrast from day-to night-adapted eyes versus a The AM eye dorsal muscle activity was recorded on a computer using the software Spike2 presented by spikes (upper trace). From it, the instantaneous frequency can be calculated
552
(blacks dots, middle trace), and, subsequently, the mean frequency during the 3 s before the 553 stimulus (between the two first cursors) and after the stimulus (between the two last cursors).
554
Here, the frequency increases, which indicates that the spider perceives the contrast through 555 its secondary eyes and reacts with its principal eyes. 
